
CHAPTER 1: GENERAL

1. PURPOSE. This Order prescribes the responsibilities and appropriate jurisdictional   
    boundaries for the Huntsville Tower positions of operation.

2. AUDIENCE. This Order applies to all personnel at Huntsville ATCT who maintain  
    currency or familiarity.

3. NOTICE. The contents of this order have been extracted from the real-world HSV  
    7110.3K, effective October 15, 2011. This document serves as a simplification of  
    the real-world HSV SOP for use on the VATSIM network under the vZME ARTCC.

CHAPTER 2: CLEARANCE DELIVERY

A. Departures.

1. Assign IFR departures the HSV One departure procedure or instructions per the 
    following:

(A) Assign runway heading.

(B) Assign an altitude of 5,000 feet for aircraft requesting an altitude of 
      5,000 feet or higher and inform the pilot to expect the requested 
      altitude within 10 minutes after departure.

(C) Assign requested altitude for aircraft filed for an altitude of 5,000 feet 
      or below.

(D) Assign VFR departures runway heading and instruct aircraft to 
       maintain at or below 3,000 feet.

CHAPTER 3: LOCAL CONTROL

A. Responsibilities.

1. Provide air traffic control services and separation on active runways and in 
     tower airspace depicted and described in the Appendix.

2. Assign a departure heading to establish aircraft in the departure corridor and in 
    the receiving radar sector's airspace as appropriate. Headings to be used without 
    coordination are, for departing south, 150 clockwise to 210 degrees and, for 
    departing north, 330 clockwise to 030 degrees.



CHAPTER 4: RADAR POSITIONS

A. Arrival Procedures.

1. When Final Radar (FR) is staffed, FR will own 4,000 feet within the lateral 
    limits of FR airspace, and 4,500 feet for VFR altitude assignments.

2. When FR is not staffed, West Radar (WR) may conduct approaches/runway 
     assignment to the west runway and East Radar (ER) may conduct 
     approaches/runway assignment to the east runway without coordination with 
     each other.

3. During single-runway operations, WR will call the approach sequence to 
    runways 18R/36L and ER will call the approach sequence to runways 18L/36R.

4. ER and WR must ensure aircraft being vectored to final maintain positive 
    separation until the aircraft are established on final.

5. Transfer arrivals to Local Control (LC) no sooner than 15 miles and no later 
    than 5 miles from the airport.

B. Departure Procedures.

1. Do not turn any departure from the heading assigned by (LC) if 
        that turn reduces the lateral separation between that departure and the extended 

    runway centerline.

CHAPTER 5: WEST RADAR (WR)

A. Responsibilities.

1. Provide air traffic control services in area depicted in the Appendix.

2. When FR is operational, prior to handoff to FR, establish arriving aircraft at or 
     in descent to the following altitudes:

a. For downwind entries: at or descending to 6,000 feet.

b. For base leg entries:

(a) Turboprop/turbojet -- at or above 5,000 to 5,000 feet.

(b) Non turbine powered -- 4,000 feet.

3. Release aircraft to FR for descent and turns after the aircraft has entered the 
    lateral limits of FR airspace.



CHAPTER 6: EAST RADAR (ER)

A. Responsibilities.

1. Provide air traffic control services in area depicted in the Appendix.

2. When FR is operational, prior to handoff to FR, establish arriving aircraft at or 
    in descent to the following altitudes:

a. For downwind entries: at or descending to 6,000 feet.

b. For base leg entries: at or descending to 4,000 feet.

3. Release aircraft to FR for descent and turns after the aircraft enters the lateral 
    limits of FR airspace.

CHAPTER 7: FINAL RADAR (FR)

A. Responsibilities.

1. Provide air traffic control services in area depicted in the Appendix. Assume 
    control of aircraft for altitude and heading assignments only within the lateral 
    limits of FR airspace. Once aircraft are within the lateral limits, turns may be 
    made toward the airport, regardless or altitude leaving. FR must not make turns 
    away from the airspace until such aircraft are within the vertical limits of FR 
    airspace.
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